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"...detailed tutorials...comprehensive guide to Flash development using the Flash CS4 IDE." (BitWiseMag.com, March 9th 2009)    

   A completely revised and updated edition of the all-time bestselling Flash title
	Written by two of the world’s leading Flash experts, this comprehensive reference provides you with undocumented techniques, tips, and tricks on the CS4 release of Flash, the popular tool that allows you to create animations and build interactive Web sites      
	In-depth coverage on more than one thousand pages includes something for everyone—whether you’re a Web novice or an accomplished Web professional—this resource will be your guide to the inner workings and capabilities of Flash CS4      
	Two of the world’s leading Flash experts offer more coverage than any other book on the market      
	The accompanying CD-ROM includes trial software, addons, plugins, shareware, templates, and examples      


About the Author
   
Robert Reinhardt (Los Angeles, CA) is one of the world’s leading Flash experts and is co-principal of [theMakers], a multimedia company. He has developed multimedia courses for educational facilities in Canada and the United States, is a regular speaker at conferences, and the author of several books.
    Snow Dowd (Los Angeles, CA) is a co-principal at [theMakers] and has worked with Robert Reinhardt for the last six years on various multimedia projects.      
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Python Reinforcement Learning Projects: Eight hands-on projects exploring reinforcement learning algorithms using TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithms using Python and its powerful libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement Q-learning and Markov models with Python and OpenAI
	
			Explore the power of TensorFlow to build self-learning models
	
			Eight AI...
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IBM DB2 Data Archive Expert for Z/os: Put Your Data in Its Place (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Databases are growing tremendously. Because of legal requirements, or trend analysis, or need for historical data, terabytes of data are kept on-line causing performance and operational problems. Not all data is frequently accessed though, nor needs to be kept on fast media. Here archiving can help. Archiving is the process of moving selected...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Flash CS3 Professional (Tech)Visual, 2007
Clear, step-by-step screen shots arranged in two-page lessons show you how to tackle more than 140 Flash CS3 Professional tasks. No long-winded explanations, just easy, visual directions for performing such necessary operations as creating objects, symbols, and instances; controlling playback with the Timeline; adding interactivity with buttons;...
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Pro Web 2.0 Application Development with GWT (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2008
This book is for developers who are ready to move beyond small proof–of–concept sample applications and want to look at the issues surrounding a real deployment of GWT. If you want to see what the guts of a full–fledged GWT application look like, this is the book for you.
GWT 1.5 is a game–changing technology, but it...
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Practical SharePoint 2013 Governance (Expert's Voice in Sharepoint)Apress, 2013

	Practical SharePoint 2013 Governance is the first book to offer practical and action-focused SharePoint governance guidance based on consulting experiences with real organizations in the field. It provides the quintessential governance reference guide for SharePoint consultants, administrators, architects, and anyone else looking for...
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Brain Imaging in Substance Abuse: Research, Clinical, and Forensic Applications (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2000

	The last two decades have seen prodigious growth in the application of brain imaging methods to questions of substance abuse and addiction. Despite considerable advances in our understanding of the central effects of drugs provided by preclinical data, relatively little direct evidence was known of how substances of abuse affect the brain and...
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